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Climate Prediction

Noel Keenlyside

Non-linearity limits weather 
forecasting to 14 days.

How can climate prediction be 
possible?

[Lorenz 1963]



What makes climate prediction possible?

• Climate versus weather

• Two classes of climate variability

– External forced (Global warming)

– Internal climate dynamics (three examples)

• Initial and boundary value predictability

• Climate prediction



Weather versus climate
Climate is defined as the prevailing weather conditions
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Weather forecasts for Ohrid and Bergen

September mean Temperature max Precipitation

Ohrid 23.6°C 48 mm

Bergen 14.2°C 283 mm



Mean January surface temperature (°C)

External factors on the atmosphere influencing local climate:
• Solar radiation (Warm tropics, cold poles)

• Ocean temperature (Warm Europe, Cold North America) 



“Climate is what you expect, weather is 
what you get”, E. Lorenz

but there is also climate variability 



Global surface temperature changes

Externally forced climate variations



Example 1: Winter extra-tropical 
atmospheric variability



Winter 2012/2013 was one of the coldest in Europe
March 2013, deviations from normal, NCEP reanalysis

Surface temperature



Atmospheric circulation behind extreme winters
March 2013, deviations from long term mean, NCEP reanalysis

Surface temperature Sea Level Pressure

HH

Has been linked to sea surface temperature, sea ice, and 
snow cover changes



The North Atlantic Oscillation
Leading Eigen mode of winter sea level pressure variability  

First Empirical 
Orthogonal Function

Principle component time series



Winter extra-tropical atmosphere 
~ stochastic process

Winter North Atlantic Oscillation
weakly red spectrum

Wunsch (1999)



Simplest stochastic climate model

Slab ocean (depth H)

Thermodynamic
coupling

Hasselmann (1976)

Tatm = -aTatm +bTocn +N(t)

Tocn = cTatm - dTocn

Tocn =
Q

cprH

ÞT n+1 =aT n +N(t)

Can be rewritten as an order one 
autoregressive process, AR(1)

Reddening of ocean and 
atmospheric variability



Example 2: Tropical Pacific interannual
climate variability



Tropical Pacific Sea Surface Temperature (SST)

Near “normal” 
conditions

Super El Niño event



Historical El Niño variations



Historical El Niño variations

Spectral peak between 
2-7 years, significantly 

different to AR(1)

Spectrum Nino3 Sea Surface Temperature variations



El Niño Southern Oscillation: 
coupled ocean atmosphere phenomenon



El Niño Southern Oscillation: 
Recharge oscillator model

TE = SST in the east, and h = equatorial heat content

Jin (1997); Burgers et al. (2005)



Example 3: North Atlantic multi-
decadal variability



Pronounced 70-80 year variation in observed 
North Atlantic Sea Surface Temperature 



Atlantic multi-decadal variability: mechanism uncertain, 
but ocean circulation plays a key role

Meridional overturning 

circulation (MOC)North Atlantic Oscillation

Atmosphere 
forcing ocean

Ocean forcing 
atmosphere???



Ocean driven by stochastic atmospheric variability
Ocean model simulation driven by stochastic NAO forcing

Mecking et al. (2013)

Atmospheric 
circulation

North Atlantic 
Ocean circulation

North Atlantic 
Sea Surface 
Temperature 



Initial and boundary value 
predictability



Weather Forecasting and Climate Prediction 

Weather forecasting limited to 
14 days

[Lorenz 1963]

[Tim Palmer]

Probability

21.3

20.3

Probability

Climate prediction: Boundary forcing on 
the atmosphere

28.0

4.2



Predictability of 1st and 2nd kind: 
Initial value and boundary value

Branstator and Teng (2010)



Boundary forcing on the atmosphere

• External forcing:

– e.g., greenhouse gases, centennial scales

Climate models driven by known external forcing



Boundary forcing on the atmosphere

• External forcing: 

– e.g., greenhouse gases, centennial scales

• Surface forcing:

– Sea surface temperature, sea ice, snow cover



Initial value predictability depends on 
underlying processes

E.g., sea surface temperature variations:

– Simple AR(1) stochastic climate model (e.g., North 
Atlantic Oscillation)

– Complex AR(N) stochastic climate model (e.g., 
Atlantic multi-decadal variability)

– Coupled ocean-atmosphere variability (e.g., El Niño)

Low atmospheric predictability

Long-term ocean predictability, low atmospheric predictability

Increased ocean and atmosphere predictability for dominant 
timescale



Climate prediction system

• Climate model (Frank) 

• Initialisation (Lasko)

• External forcing (Frank)

• Multi-model (Mao-Lin)



Ocean components of climate models

Sea surface temperature and Ocean dynamics 
in the Gulf Stream region

Need higher spatial resolution to resolve the 

energetic turbulent eddies that are important 

for the heat transports

Similar equations to 
atmospheric models, 
but salinity replace 

moisture in importance 

Initialisation of the ocean 
component from 

observations key to seasonal-
to-decadal climate prediction  



Forecast Uncertainties

Errors: initial conditionsmodel formulation

Solution: ensemblemulti-model

multi-model ensemble forecast system

(Ensemble not interactive)



Example 1: Seasonal prediction of winter 
extra-tropical atmosphere circulation

1-month lead predictions for December-February for the North Atlantic Oscillation

Palmer et al. 2004

Correlation skill: 0.54 (1.00)



Example 2: Seasonal prediction of 
Tropical Pacific climate – Initial value



Correlation skill as function of lead time for all start months:
Dynamical and statistical (dashed) models

Barnston et al. 2013

Multi-model mean is more skilful and reliable 
than individual models



Skill increases by reducing model systematic error
Correlation skill: sea surface temperature anomalies

Six-month lead; 1967-2001; 9-ensemble members; 4 per year

Mean sea surface temperature error



Example 3: Decadal prediction of 
climate – Initial  and boundary value



Skill of CMIP5 initialized near-term 
forecasts

Guemas et al. 2012

Indian Ocean and western Pacific

Skill due to radiative forcing

North Atlantic

Initialisation important



Bias corrected CCSM4 predictions of SPG heat content anomalies
10 year long; 10 members

Raw CCSM4 predictions of SPG heat content anomalies
10 year long; 10 members

North Atlantic subpolar gyre – very predictable

Yeager et al. 2012

Budget analysis shows predictability 

comes from ocean circulation changes



What makes climate prediction possible?
• Climate is what you expect, weather is what you get

• Two classes of climate variability

– External forced (Global warming)

– Internal climate dynamics

1. Weakly coupled, low predictability (e.g., Winter Extra-
tropical atmospheric circulation)

2. Coupled ocean-atmosphere variability (e.g., El Niño, 
relatively high predictability)

3. Stochastically forced ocean circulation changes (e.g., 
Atlantic multi-decadal variability, high ocean and low 
atmospheric predictability)

• Climate prediction is an initial and boundary value 
problem


